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ABSTRACT
Despite often being used interchangeably, the dominant equation of the rural with the peripheral is not self-evident. In order to critically scrutinize the discursive node, the aim of this article is
twofold. On one hand, it argues for overcoming the prevalent urban‒rural divide and dominant structural
approaches in sociological and geographical research by introducing discursive peripheralization as a conceptual framework, which allows the analysis of the discursive (re-)production of socio-spatial inequalities
on and between different scales. On the other hand, this article explores how rural areas are constituted
as peripheries within a hegemonic discourse naturalizing the ascription of development (non-)potentials.
Following a critical discourse analysis approach, this will be illustrated in the case of periphery constructions in Estonian national print media.
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The ongoing discussions on the development (non-)potentials of rural peripheries illustrate
the continuous treatment of rural and peripheral as two sides of the same coin. Despite both
terms often being used interchangeably or occurring together, this equation is not self-evident. Research on rural representations including the critical debates on the social construction of peripheral ruralities and peripheralities (Cloke 2003; Cloke et al. 2006; Copus 2001;
Halfacree 2007; Paasi 1995), followed by a series of empirical studies (Balogh 2015; Burdack
et al. 2015; Miggelbrink and Meyer 2015; Timár and Velkey 2016; Plüschke 2015; Pospěch
2014; Steinführer 2015, and others), have scrutinized the rural and called its predominant
association with the peripheral into question. As the cultural turn in social sciences revealed,
such ascriptions are neither innocent nor neutral (Lefebvre 1974; Meyer and Miggelbrink
2013). On the contrary, by manifesting a hierarchical dichotomy of urban centres and rural
peripheries, the equation is consequential. Guiding our thinking of and acting in space, it can
impede future development perspectives (Beetz 2008) – a dynamic that has been well illustrated in the case of residential decision-making (Kährik et al. 2012; Ley in Cloke 2003).
By attempting to unravel the discursive node, the focus of this article is to deconstruct
the underlying binary. Hence, the question of central concern is how these two discourses
meet. In order to address this, I will first argue for overcoming the urban–rural divide inherent in geographical and sociological research by introducing discursive peripheralization
as a conceptual framework, which allows for the analysis of socio-spatial inequalities and
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their emergence on and between different scales. With its focus on the discursive dimension, the concept also offers an alternative to dominant structuralist approaches (Lang 2013).
Subsequently, it will be explored how rural areas are not only represented, but also constituted as peripheries within a hegemonic discourse that naturalizes the ascription of development (non-)potentials. Following a critical discourse analysis approach and applying
quantitative as well as qualitative content analysis, this will be illustrated on the example
of periphery constructions in opinion columns in the Estonian national print media.
Overcoming the Urban–Rural Divide: The Concept of Discursive
Peripheralization
When analyzing how rural areas become associated with peripheries, a constructivist take
focusing on representations of rurality seems promising at first, as it goes beyond dominant structuralist approaches which take the urban–rural dichotomy for granted. But it also
quickly reveals its limitations by being embedded in an urban–rural divide prevailing in sociological and geographical research, which reinforces the same binary under study. Bourdieu
(1991) and Gregory (1994) have pointed out the crucial influence such categorizations have
on our imagination of society and space. Moreover, based on post-colonialist and feminist
studies, as well as recent debates on positionality (Koobak and Marling 2014; Suchland 2011;
Stenning and Hörschelmann 2008; Tlostanova 2012), Blondel (forthcoming) calls for critically scrutinizing our theoretical frameworks and methods of inquiry so as to avoid the reproduction of hegemonic divisions in space. Following this line of argumentation all the way
through also means crossing the established boundaries of the disciplines.
For bridging this prevalent divide, the concept of peripheralization introduced by Keim
(2006) seems particularly promising. With its emphasis on socio-spatial polarization, it moves
away from fixed categories and allows us to analyze the emergence of inequalities independent of scales and types of space (Fischer-Tahir and Naumann 2013; Lang et al. 2015).
The geographical notion of peripheries as being “situated on the fringe” and “determined by
their distance to a centre” (Kühn 2015: 2) already implies a relational and hierarchical understanding of spatial divisions that does not necessarily have to be confined to an urban–rural
divide. Going beyond that, by combining theories of economic polarization, social inequality and political power, peripheralization shifts the focus to the multi-dimensional and multiscalar processes by which this relational hierarchy evolves and the types of space it is applied
to (Kühn 2015; Lang et al. 2015). Hence, it urges us to question the widespread linking
of peripheries with rural areas and the dynamics producing this link in practice (Fischer-Tahir
and Naumann 2013; Keim 2006; Lang et al. 2015; Leibert 2013; Kay et al. 2012; Naumann
and Reichert-Schick 2013). Moreover, by focusing on common mechanisms of marginalization, this perspective also opens up room for making urban concepts as territorial stigmatization fruitful for rural sociology (Benedek and Moldovan 2015).
In opposition to Kühn (2015), who excluded the communicative dimension from his analysis, the article seeks to reemphasize the discursive level. What is more, it conceptualizes discourses as inherent parts of peripheralization due to their mutually reinforcing links with practices and materialities (Meyer and Miggelbrink 2013). Following a Foucauldian understanding,
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they are not seen as representative for, but rather as constitutive of socio-spatial processes.
Discourses are at the same time embedded in and co-constitutive of societal power relations.
On one hand, they institutionalize widely recognized interpretations of social reality, thereby
defining and limiting what can legitimately be expressed about certain topics (Jäger 1999;
Schwab-Trapp 2006). On the other hand, access to resources and positions of power determines
who has the right to speak and be heard in the discourse, hence, whose constructions become
temporarily fixed through hegemony and manifested in symbols, categories and institutional
practices (Bourdieu 1991; Jäger 2008; Paasi 2010; Spivak 1988). Despite being enwrapped
in power relations, discourses can be understood as structuration processes that are always in
becoming and therefore never complete or all-encompassing (Pred 1984). This means that while
disabling certain forms of agency, they also enable others. Consequently, not only central but
also peripheral actors potentially have the agency to speak in discourses, although to a different
extent. This also implies the possibility of counteracting hegemonic with alternative discourses.
Due to the mutual relation of discourses and power, a consequent discourse analytical approach needs to go beyond the representational level and focus on the performativity
of knowledge production (Jäger 1999), hence, in this case on the question how the peripheral is discursively linked to the rural and subordinated to the urban, by whom and with what
consequences? The emphasis on the socio-historical conditions of textual production also
assists in combating what Timár and Velkey (2016: 321), relying on Woods (2010), term
the “dematerializing effect of the cultural turn”. By analyzing the discursive structure, as well
as the discursive field and its interpreting coalition, this approach deconstructs strategies
of knowledge universalization as well as the conditions leading to its acceptance or rejection
(Bourdieu 1991; Schwab-Trapp 2006).
Through the reemphasis on the so-called communicative dimension, I have proposed
discursive peripheralization as a concept for analyzing the widespread link between the rural
and the peripheral. By shifting the focus to the emergence of hierarchical categorizations
embodied in space, this concept helps to overcome the urban–rural divide prevalent in sociological and geographical research. As a processual approach, it stresses the social constructivist nature of socio-spatial divisions, which are not only materially but also discursively
(un-)made. Moreover, taking the discursive dimension seriously, it goes beyond the representational aspects and focuses on the way discourses are embedded in and constitutive
of social reality. Discursive peripheralization therefore follows a relational, multi-dimensional and multi-scalar conception of socio-spatial polarization and accentuates the performativity of discourses, which are seen as an inherent part of peripheralization processes.
More than Just Representations: A Critical Discourse Analysis Approach
The making of rural peripheries is explored using the critical discourse analysis approach
developed by Jäger (1999), who bases his work on Foucault (1999) and Link (1982).
Concerning the discursive structure, the focus lies on scrutinizing discursive nodes and strategies in order to understand what can legitimately be expressed about peripheries. Whereas
the basic units of analysis are statements (discursive fragments) derived from print media
articles, the analysis itself points beyond these individual texts (Foucault 1999). These
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statements are scrutinized for common patterns with special focus on the depiction of peripheries and the topics and stories associated with them. Thereby, fragments referring to the same
subject are identified and bundled into main discursive threads. The entanglements between
these threads resemble discursive nodes that link different discourses with one another creating a discursive effect by which particular interpretations of social reality (truth claims) are
constituted as universalized knowledge (Jäger 1999).
The universalization of truth claims is further fostered by discursive strategies, which can
be separated into those regulating participation in the discourse and those drawing limits to
the content and ways of legitimate expression (Foucault 1999; Schwab-Trapp 2006). The regulation of authorized languages and speakers guarded by discourse societies is a central strategy of exclusion from the discourse as it determines who has the right to speak, when, where
and how (Bourdieu 1999; Foucault 1999). Within the discourse, legitimization strategies play
a crucial role for hegemonizing truth claims. Common tactics are to depict particular interpretations of social reality as the only alternative or to relativize the risks involved in it (Jäger
1999; Schwab-Trapp 2006). This strategy goes hand in hand with strategies to silence or
delegitimize alternative voices by either neutralizing their objections, denying the relevance
of their claims or excluding them from the discourse altogether (Jäger 1999; Schwab-Trapp
2006). However, the stabilization of knowledge through the so-called repetition effect figures
most prominently (Foucault 1999). Therefore, a frequency analysis of repeated statements
and discursive links takes a prominent place in the analytical framework.
Concerning the discursive field, the contextualization of the discourse and the identification of interpreting coalitions are central. Schwab-Trapp (2006), relying on Bourdieu (1991),
characterizes discursive fields as public arenas for competing truth claims. Showing a specific
spatiality and temporality, they define the prevalent instruments of and access to power, as well
as the rules of engagement that discourse participants must follow to successfully make their
claims heard. Hence, the regulation of participation in the discourse and the value of individual contributions are field-specific, including the field of journalism, which is of primary
interest here (Jäger 1999; Schwab-Trapp 2006). In practice, the rules are enforced by so-called
“discourse societies” (Foucault 1999). While institutionalized entities, for example publishers
or editors, control the access to and distribution of discourses, communities supporting a specific truth claim regulate discourses internally by defining the rules for expression (SchwabTrapp 2006). Bürk et al. (2012: 339) call the latter an “interpreting coalition” that plays
a key role in disseminating discourse positions, defined as ideological standpoints guiding
the contribution to and evaluation of discourse formations (Jäger 1999). Coalitions develop
discursive strategies and nodes, which become naturalized by other authors who regularly
refer to them as authorities when either showing consensus or a deviating discourse position.
(Un-)Making Rural Peripheries: Deconstruction of a Public Discourse
The conceptual and analytical framework is illustrated in the case of public discourses on
the “periphery” in Estonia. Due to their ongoing material deprivation and territorial stigmatization, rural areas in post-Soviet space are generally confronted with an overlapping
discursive peripheralization by being displayed on the downside of the centre–periphery,
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urban–rural and west–east divide (Kay et al. 2012). On one hand, rural areas and their inhabitants in Estonia similarly face a particularly negative image as peripheral, passive, marginalized and somehow different (Annist 2011; Nugin 2014; Trell et al. 2012). As shown in
former studies, in the Central and Eastern European context this othering process on a normative development scale is a multi-scalar one, affecting the national, regional and local
levels alike (Annist 2011; Koobak and Marling 2014; Suchland 2011; Timár and Velkey
2016; Tlostanova 2012). On the other hand, this negative discourse is met with romanticizing notions of the rural as a traditional and wholesome way of life that figure prominently in
Estonian identity discourse (Nugin 2014; Plüschke-Altof 2015). This concurrence of images
of decline and rural idyll has also been ascertained in other cases (Juska 2007; Pospěch 2014;
Shucksmith et al. 2009).
Until now, with few exceptions (Annist 2011; Kährik et al. 2012; Nugin 2014; Pfoser
2014; Sooväli 2004; Trell et al. 2012; Virkkunen 2002), spatial discourses have rarely been
researched in the Estonian case. As such discourses are co-constitutive of socio-spatial polarization and the politics involved in it, a closer look at how the discursive link between rural
and peripheral is established, by whom and with what consequences, seems crucial. This
is what this article aims to do through the exploration of freely available online articles in
the Estonian daily Eesti Päevaleht and the weekly newspaper Maaleht, which were chosen
due to their specific discourse positions. Whereas the focus of the latter is explicitly on rural
issues, the former rather concentrates on the concerns and perspectives of urban readers. Both
are among the newspapers with the widest circulation and the most frequently visited websites
(Balčytienė and Harro-Loit 2009; EALL 2016; Eurotopics 2016). Since the continuous expansion of internet access, the online versions have become ever more important. Due to their
widespread readership, high degree of interactivity and considerable overlap with the printed
version, Balčytienė and Harro-Loit (2009) identify them as national discussion forums or, following the conceptual framework above, as a public arena for competing truth claims. Using
the keywords äärema* and perifeer* (roots of the word periphery in Estonian) in the time
period between January 2011 and December 2015, altogether 126 online articles were retrieved
from the opinion columns (arvamus) of both papers and subsequently subjected to analysis.
Reproducing Rural Peripheries: A Hegemonic Discourse
On the basis of these articles, an initial frequency analysis of topics and places associated
with the term “periphery” was conducted in order to understand how rural areas and peripheries are discursively linked. The exploration of discursive threads (Figure 1), hence fragments
referring to the same subject, reveals core–periphery relations as a crosscutting theme that
mirrors current political issues. Among them were the municipal (2013) and parliamentary
elections (2015) as well as the global financial and European debt crisis, but also the military
conflict in Crimea.
The threads also illustrate the multi-scalar, multi-dimensional and processual nature
of peripheralization. On the European and international scale, peripheries were mainly discussed in the light of an unequal distribution of burdens and risks in the European Union
as well as with regard to subordination or dependence (together 18.5 %), foremost in the case
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of Estonia as formerly colonized by Russia and currently dependent on the European Union.
On a national and regional scale, the initiation of local development projects as a coping strategy was debated (2.5 %), but also different aspects of peripheralization, including limited
access and mobility, demographic shrinkage and socio-economic decline (together 18 %).
These translate into a spatial polarization that appears to be most pronounced between urban
and rural areas, as the outstanding role of rural peripheralization illustrates, which resembles
the main topic of around 15 % of the 126 articles. In contrast, peripheralization in the urban
context was discussed to a much lesser extent (1.5 %).
Figure 1: Discursive threads
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These discussions occur against the backdrop of rising socio-spatial inequalities that
take the form of rapid sub-/urbanization while, simultaneously, peripheralization processes
in small towns and on the countryside deepen (Juska 2007; Lang et al. 2015; Leetmaa et al.
2015; Smith and Timár 2010; Statistics Estonia 2009/2015). The reasons for this development
are often seen in the transformation process since regaining independence in 1991, which
focused on rapid market-economy reforms and was accompanied by a deep “distrust in everything created by the old regime” (Nugin 2014: 59). Built on a neoliberal development paradigm and success-oriented transition culture, Estonian policy has ever since promoted market liberalism free of state intervention (Lauristin and Vihalemm 2009; Madariaga 2010). At
the European Union level, this was supported by a general turn towards regional competitiveness and economic growth (Bristow 2005).
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In consequence, rural areas were subjected to multiple changes. The desire to break with
existing institutional structures lead to the dissolution and privatization of collective farms
(kolkhozes) in order to restore the single-farm production scheme of the interwar period,
which soon proved to be uncompetitive and was therefore substituted by large-scale farming
(Nugin 2014). But it also resulted in a devaluation of egalitarian norms dismissed as socialist
in nature and replaced by individualism and consumerism (Juska 2007). Due to this restructuring and a general post-productivist trend, the population share involved in agriculture
dropped rapidly. While this also offered new opportunities for a diversification of income
opportunities in the countryside, it initially caused increasing poverty rates and a downward spiral of rural peripheralization. Therefore, the question to what extent the Estonian
government(s) can and should be held responsible for causing peripheralization (11 %) and
dealing with it (14 %) was a topic of intense discussion.
As rural inhabitants have consequently been compelled to relocate or commute to urban
areas in order to alleviate poverty risks, there has been a continuous demographic shrinkage.
As a result, rural municipalities and small towns have been under immense financial and
political pressure (Leetmaa et al. 2015), leading to a debate on their capacity and the call for
an administrative reform that redefines the municipal borders established at the beginning
of Estonian re-independence. This debate is mirrored in 13.5 % of the articles, which focus
on the pros and cons of an administrative reform.
An urban-rural divide in core–periphery relations is also supported when scrutinizing where peripheries are discursively located by the authors (Figure 2). Which concrete
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places do they mention or report about when discussing peripheries and peripheralization?
Altogether, rural areas appear in three different ways. Firstly, via placing peripheries in concrete places in Estonia (34 %) that are to a large extent rural. Secondly, by locating them in
“nameless” rural areas that are not further specified (19 %). In contrast, reports on urban
peripheries only account for about 4 % of the cases, but these are clearly named. Thirdly,
by declaring everything a periphery that is not part of the centre, which in most cases means
the capital city Tallinn, its suburbs and the surrounding Harjumaa County (8 %). Even if
the rest also includes other cities and small towns, this opposition mainly draws on an urbanrural hierarchy. Most of the cases placing peripheries in nameless rural areas and in opposition to the Tallinn urban area occur in Eesti Päevaleht, whereas the rural weekly Maaleht
rather focuses on concrete places. The localization of peripheries in the European (specifically the Eurozone) and international contexts accounts for 16.5 % of the articles. Estonia
as a whole is most prominently discussed as a periphery of the European Union, in world
politics or the global market (16 %), reflecting its multiple dependencies on the one hand and
processes of self-colonization on the other hand (Tlostanova 2012).
Due to this repetition effect, a strong association of the peripheral with the rural is
manifested. While giving a first overview of the association of the peripheral with the rural,
a solely quantitative approach also has its limits as it cannot show how the link is discursively produced and what the notion of periphery exactly entails. Therefore, a qualitative
content analysis was added, focusing on discursive nodes evolving from these threads and on
the strategies connecting both of them. In the discourse under scrutiny, the term “periphery”
functions as a floating signifier that tends to absorb different meanings projected on it and
is therefore susceptible to political use (Laclau 1996). Depending on the discourse position
of the authors, representing either the hegemonic or counter-discourses, peripheries and their
specific features are interpreted in a different light, which will be illustrated with the help
of Figure 3.
As the word cloud demonstrates, the hegemonic discourse presents peripheries above
all (25.5 %) as places that are lagging behind (mahajäänud). In a story of decline (kahanemine), the difficult socio-economic situation characterized by missing employment opportunities (töökohtade puudumine), decreasing wages (langevad palgad) of the working poor and
increasing impoverishment (rahva vaesumine) is seen as the cause of massive losses (suured
kaotused) of population, leaving peripheries empty (10 %) or deserted (inimtühi). Moreover,
peripheries are depicted as institutionally thin (6 %) in a narrative of incapacity that first
of all reduces the role of local governments to a question of the administrative capacity to
provide public services as well as technical and social infrastructure. This is then accompanied by reports on incidents of incapacity, for example in financing specialists or providing
adequate service quality.
Both notions of peripheries appear to favour the urban while constituting the rural
as periphery per se. This shows up not only in the noticeable number of cases that directly
equate peripheral with rural (4.5 %), but also in the discursive nodes tying the socio-economic and political understanding of peripheries to the geographical. Particularly, vanishing
economic performance as well as demographic shrinkage are related to notions of peripheries as distant, remote (kauge, 4 %) and inaccessible (kättesaamatu, 3 %). This link between
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Figure 3: Discursive nodes

Source: Illustration via worditout.com based on the author’s calculations of features associated with peripheries
in Eesti Päevaleht and Maaleht (2011‒2015): Lagging Behind (25.5 %), Responsible (18 %), Multiply Dependent
(15.5 %), Empty (10 %), Institutionally Thin (6 %), Rural (4.5 %), Powerless (4 %), Remote (4 %), Potentious
(4 %), Inaccessible (3 %), Deviant (2 %), Threatening Status (2 %), At Risk (1.5 %)

economic and geographical indicators of peripherality was also identified by Bristow
(2005/2010) and Shearmur (2012) as a strategy of objectifying development and innovation
deficits, thereby reinforcing an opposition of prosperous and strong urban centres versus poor
and weak rural peripheries. Compiled into indexes and rankings, these are also used to find
out “who is winning” (Bristow 2005: 286) or which are Estonia’s “successful” (Statistics
Estonia 2009) and “strong municipalities” (Kaukvere 2014). But also the narrative of incapacity is linked to geographical notions of smallness and low population density that are characteristic of rural areas. The missing revenue base (tulubaas) of municipalities resulting from
the low population density is then used to explain this lack of capacity. Both of these nodes
tend to culminate in the arguments of amalgamation reform proponents, in which economic
effectiveness and political capacity are combined to legitimize further centralization as a way
of fighting peripheralization. Tied by a discursive node, this interpretation of geographical
peripheries as lagging behind and politically incapable creates a discursive effect by which
the spatially biased understanding of development becomes universalized.
Another important discursive node revolves around the question of responsibility for
the causes and ways of dealing with peripheralization (18 %). Peripheralization is depicted
as a process which can be deepened or reversed by those in charge. Who those in charge are or
where they could be sought, at European Union, national or local levels, depends on the discourse position. Some authors shift the responsibility for the causes of peripheralization to
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the inhabitants themselves by portraying them as resistant to development, narrow-minded
and socially pathological. Whereas the depiction of social pathologies, such as crime and
alcoholism, occurs mainly in relation to urban peripheries, narrow-mindedness is attributed to
Estonia as a whole. In contrast, resistance to development is presented as a rather rural issue.
As indicated in studies on territorial stigmatization (Bürk et al. 2012; Wacquant et al. 2014),
this depiction of peripheral inhabitants as deviant (2 %) is used to enforce one’s own development path by presenting peripheralization as result of the continuation of such deviant behaviour. Authors, for example, warn of locked-in situations (muidu keerame lukku) or the neutralization of fast development opportunities (kiire arengu võimalused neutraliseerima). In
comparison to the debate on the so-called second Estonia (teine Eesti) as “loser” of the transformation period, which emerged at the beginning of the 2000s (Lauristin and Vihalemm
2009), stigmatization strategies depicting residential pathologies account for only a minority
of cases in the period of analysis (2011‒2015). This focus shift from residential stigmatization to regional development capacities in the course of (post-) EU accession has also been
confirmed in other cases (Juska 2007).
De-peripheralizing Ruralities: Alternative Discourses and Counter Strategies
It is around this question of responsibility and the depiction of peripheries as lagging behind
that the two different counter-discourses evolve. As the work of Meyer and Miggelbrink
(2013) shows, peripheries are constructed not only by the centres, but also by people facing
moments of peripheralization. By actively relating to hegemonic discourses and value-laden
ascriptions, actors negotiate the meaning of and their own position in the centre–periphery
hierarchy. Accordingly, discursive attempts to de-peripheralize rural areas draw on the discursive nodes established in the hegemonic discourse.
Based on the equation of the peripheral with the rural, the first counter-discourse or
reversal strategy relies on the two contradictory constructions of rurality, which Shucksmith
et al. (2009: 1277) term “modernist” and “pre-modernist” narratives. Whereas the former
associates rural with “backwardness”, emphasizing the lag in progress and development in
comparison to urban areas, the latter creates a rural idyll (Halfacree 2006) and builds on
the notion of strategic essentialism (Jacobs 1996). These dichotomous constructions of rurality are also present in the Estonian media discourse, but the latter tends to be strategically
employed in order to flip the urban–rural hierarchy on its head. Therefore, on one hand,
romanticized images of the rural are attached to places labelled as peripheries by referring
to the national identity construction of Estonians as country people (maarahvas), emphasizing the role of rural areas for the authentic preservation of folk culture (pärimuskultuur) and
highlighting their peace and quiet (rahu ja vaikus). This is then opposed to cities negatively
stereotyped as hostile living environments, from which people flee as from a horrible accident (nagu põgeneks hirmsa õnnetuse eest). On the other hand, stories of active coping efforts
are employed to avert the blame for ongoing peripheralization processes that has been shifted
to peripheral inhabitants by portraying them as passive and development-resistant. Here,
local residents are described as hard-working and courageous – a tendency that has already
been observed in previous studies (Nugin 2014).
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However, the reversal strategy is deeply embedded in the hegemonic discourse, hence
enforces the norm rather than resists it (Bürk et al. 2012). Nugin (2014) and Kay et al.
(2012: 58) point out that the construction of national identity through rural idyll and “romanticized folk cultures“ already played an important role in discursively resisting Soviet industrialization and urbanization attempts and continues to be employed against centralization
policies today. But the resulting debate on peripheral potentials (4 %), which usually focuses
on place-marketing and tourism as soft development factors, also builds on this established
rural idyll in order to discuss its possible means of commodification. Fischer-Tahir and
Naumann (2013) therefore argue that the latter is deeply embedded in the logic of competitiveness, separating winners from losers, whereby the winners are those who best adjust to
neoliberal norms. It also tends to focus on satisfying an urban gaze on rural areas (Kobayashi
and Westlund 2013). Moreover, coping efforts are commonly presented as neoliberal success
stories (edulugu) that come into being by encouraging entrepreneurship and growth, and are
then statistically objectified via rankings and league tables.
In contrast, the second counter-discourse critically scrutinizes the underlying norms
that the centre–periphery hierarchy relies on. By describing them as threatening status
(2 %), the authors shift the focus from peripheries as lagging behind (mahajäänud) to places
being deliberately left behind (mahajäetud). Hence, they seek to replace the story of decline
by a story of loss ever since the beginning of transformation, which saw the downgrading of collective farms and mono-functional settlements (monoasulad) as former centres to
today’s peripheries. By asking “what kind of development and for whom” (Pike et al. 2007:
1253), this norm-rejection strategy questions the objectives of Estonian regional policy,
which is presented as focusing solely on efficiency (tõhusus) and cost-savings (kokkuhoid).
The project-based regional policy is furthermore criticized by equating its outcomes with
unnecessary investments made during the era of Soviet regional planning. In the same vein,
amalgamation reform opponents often compare municipality mergers to Soviet centralization policy that drew lines on a map with a ruler (maakaardile joonlauaga jooni vedama).
Hence, reference to the domination by “the Soviet other” (Kay et al. 2012: 57) is strategically
employed against current regional policy trends.
A critical stance towards Estonia’s regional policy also plays a pivotal role in discourses
countering the depiction of peripheries as institutionally thin. Here, the story of incapacity
is confronted with a story of political neglect and powerlessness (4 %), hence, the inability to
be capable. The reduction of the role of local governments to a question of service provision
is opposed by reemphasizing their democratic counterweight function in a centralized state. It
is argued that they are more transparent (läbipaistvam) and actively fight the risk of a disenchantment with democracy on the part of peripheral inhabitants, whose powerlessness is vividly compared to being run over with a steamroller (sõidetaks teerulliga üle). Both the story
of loss and the story of neglect resemble instances of trying to shift the responsibility for
the causes and ways of dealing with peripheralization back to the centre. Whereas both newspapers offer room for counter-discourses, the demand that the national government assumes
responsibility is especially pronounced in the rural weekly Maaleht.
In the same vein, the reference to the multilevel dependence (sõltuvus) of peripheries
(15.5 %) takes the stories of loss and lack of capability to a European and international level
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by referring to the unequal risk distribution in the European Union and colonial subordination. The authors criticize various dimensions of political, economic, cultural and psychological dependence, pointing to a “global coloniality” (Tlostanova 2012: 130) that has also
been discussed in prior studies (Annist 2011; Koobak and Marling 2014; Suchland 2011).
Moreover, the reference to overarching global and regional dependence is also employed
to counteract the political neglect of peripheries and initiate a change in regional policy.
In one line of argument, demographic shrinkage is, for example, attributed to a failure
of regional policy and then linked to issues of national defence. Creating a doom scenario,
peripheries are thereby presented as being at military risk (1.5 %), which against the backdrop of Estonia’s colonial history could also pose a national security threat. By asking how
national defence should be organized if the number of men capable of carrying a gun is
declining in peripheral municipalities (kui püssi kanda jaksavate meeste hulk ääremaalistes
valdades kahaneb), the protection of peripheries is connected to the protection of the nation
as a whole.
In summary, the equation of the peripheral with the rural holds true for the Estonian
case. This becomes apparent in the main discursive thread “rural peripheralization” and
the discursive placement of peripheries in rural areas. But there is also a remarkable resemblance in the structure of peripheralization and rurality discourses as exemplified by the analysis of discursive nodes. Filling the term “periphery” with a meaning of rural places that are
lagging behind, institutionally thin, empty, remote, and inaccessible, turns the established
equation into a rural subordination. As discourses are consequential, this means that the perceived features of peripheries in general get shifted to rural areas in particular. Through
the portrayal of peripheral inhabitants as deviant, some authors link this subordination to
the question of responsibility and shift the blame for socio-economic problems to the residents themselves. The counter-discourses revolve around these discursive nodes by reversing
the established urban–rural hierarchy and by rejecting dominant neoliberal norms in order to
shift the question of responsibility back to the centre.
Intellectual, Central, Male: The Interpreting Coalition
When looking at the advocates of these different positions, it becomes clear that even if
the freedom of press in Estonia is considered particularly high (Freedom House 2016), which
implies a rather non-discriminatory access to the public arena, the discourse is dominated
by an interpreting elite. This elite consists mainly of journalists (33 %), politicians (20 %),
academics (18 %) and artists (10 %). Less often, the articles are authored by readers, representatives of interest groups, entrepreneurs or consultants (together 19 %). Moreover, there is
a noteworthy gender gap as only about 10% of the contributions can be attributed to female
authors – a trend that has been observed for the opinion columns in Estonian newspapers in
general (Eurotopics 2015). While the authors were categorized according to the institutional
affiliation ascribed to them in the articles, a common overlap of positions occupied by members of the Estonian elite should be mentioned. The authors often assume important roles in
several fields, hence, are not only participating in public discourse but also actively engaging
in the politics and economics revolving around it.
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The majority of contributors represent newspaper publishers, state bodies, research and
cultural institutions, as well as consultancies and for-profit organizations located in the capital city of Tallinn and the university city of Tartu. Only a minority, mainly consisting of readers, rural interest group representatives and municipality leaders, is located in areas labelled
as peripheries. They are the main proponents of the stories of economic loss and political
incapacity as well as the rural idyll. In contrast, advocates of the hegemonic discourse can be
found more among the central elite. Objectification of development (non-)potentials and discussions on commodification opportunities can be found at both ends of the spectrum, indicating a deep embeddedness in the neoliberal system.
In accordance with Bürk et al. (2012) it can be concluded that while the Estonian discourse on peripheries is distributed to a wide audience, it is regulated by a small elite that
also has the potential to influence the practices and materialities of peripheralization. Despite
the dominance of actors from the centre, local politicians and inhabitants also participate in
the discourse, but to a lesser extent.
Tying and Unravelling the Discursive Node: Competing Truth Claims
Building on the concept of discursive peripheralization and based on critical discourse analysis, this article has scrutinized the discursive link between the rural and the peripheral.
By deconstructing current discourses on peripheries in the Estonian daily newspaper Eesti
Päevaleht and the rural weekly Maaleht, it has shown how the peripheral is equated with
the rural through the discourse on peripheralization in general and rural peripheralization in
particular. This link is further strengthened by placing peripheries in concrete and nameless
rural areas or by the opposition of the Tallinn urban region to the rest of Estonia. Through
the repetition effect, the association of the peripheral with the rural creates a discursive effect
by which the ascribed features of peripheries as lagging behind, institutionally thin, remote,
inaccessible, multiply dependent and deviant are transferred to rural areas in general. Stories
of peripheral decline and incapacity combined with objectification of development deficits
and, to a lesser extent, stigmatization strategies universalize this particular interpretation
of peripheries and are also employed to legitimize a certain development path as the only
viable alternative.
Referring to these established discursive nodes, counter-discourses oppose stories
of decline and incapacity with stories of loss since the beginning of transformation as well
as political neglect and powerlessness. Also, reversal strategies rely on this established
urban–rural hierarchy when they try to turn it on its head by attaching positive images to
peripheries via the creation of a rural idyll and the reference to national identity constructions. Moreover, by pointing out the parallels between Soviet regional planning as the policy
of a former colonizer and current regional policy embedded in overarching global and
regional dependencies, peripheries are presented as being at risk and their fate is connected to
the fate of the Estonian state as a whole. This leaves the government with no alternative but
to fight peripheralization. Altogether, the analysis of discursive nodes and strategies reveals
a remarkable similarity between peripheralization and rurality discourses, hence indicating
the deep-rootedness of the equation of the rural with the peripheral.
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By deconstructing these different discourse positions, this article has shown opposing
attempts to tie and unravel a discursive node that links peripheries with rural areas. As these
discourses take place against the same backdrop, they can be interpreted as competing processes of knowledge production that do not only represent, but also constitute social reality
and attempt to universalize particular truth claims. This reassures the importance of contextualizing the circumstances under which discourses become performative. By following
Meyer and Miggelbrink (2013) in re-shifting the focus to discursive agency, the analysis
has included an identification of the interpreting coalition of core–periphery relations in
Estonian media discourse. In order to not only understand how this discursive node is tied,
but also how it shows consequences in practice, an analysis of the power structures constituting discursive fields could be a fruitful attempt for future studies. Therefore discursive
peripheralization has been introduced as a conceptual framework that allows us to analyze
the (re-)production of centres and peripheries, or in this case, the urban and the rural.
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